Hippocampal electrical activity and behavior in the presence of novel environmental stimuli in rabbits.
Male rabbits have been used in a simultaneous study of their behavioral and neural activity in different experimental situations related to attention and emotionality. The electrical activity of the dorsal hippocampus and frontal cortex was recorded in the following experimental situations: Neutral Environment (response to a novel environment); Object (response to a novel stimulus); Stuffed sparrow hawk; and live cat. Results show that behavioral and electrical responses depend upon: (a) the nature of the stimulus; and (b) whether or not the stimulus is moving. As for the immobile stimuli, the stuffed animal presentation significantly reduced both behavioral activity and percentage and frequency of rhythmic slow activity (RSA); prolonged periods of ECoG synchronization were also recorded. The introduction of the live cat greatly increased the percentage and frequency of RSA, especially when the cat was looking at the rabbit. The experimental situations caused differences in the distribution of RSA frequencies as well. The percentage of high RSA frequencies (greater than 6.5 Hz during immobility; greater than 7.2 Hz during movement) recorded in response to the immobile stimuli was negatively correlated to the amount of RSA. Results are discussed in the light of attentional and emotional theories.